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Nonconformist and lost in 
dreams – the long-awaited 
sequel in the Faustini series
 
For all of those who have
an appreciation for the 
absurdity in everyday life

A LOVABLE DAYDREAMER

CHEERFUL AND UNDAUNTED, Mr Faustini keeps up his extended minia-

ture travels, as he calls his short walks, even in winter. But when the near-

by lake freezes over and the valley grinds to a halt under an icy fog, all 

that comes to an end. Mr Faustini stays at home. But that doesn’t mean 

the adventures end as well. For him, his home is a whole cosmos as well 

where you have to keep on good terms with the heating and make sure 

to humour the cat. But Mr Faustini wouldn’t be Mr Faustini if there wasn’t 

always something happening, and not only in his head. One day, Uschi, 

his former classmate, knocks on his door and proposes to him, but Mr 

Faustini would rather be alone. When the ice starts to thaw in the spring, 

he leaves the house again, not without consequences…

WOLFGANG HERMANN, born in Bregenz, Austria, in 1961, studied philosophy and Ger-
man in Vienna. Since 1987 he has worked as a freelance writer and has published nu-
merous novels, novellas, plays, and audio plays which he has won several awards for. 
After spending some time abroad, he now lives in Vienna. His novels Farewell without 
End (sold to France, Spain, and Sweden) and The Art of Flying Underground have also 
been published by LangenMüller.  Mr Faustini Stays at Home is the fourth novel about 
this quirky loner.
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1 VILLA, 2 HANDYMEN + 
3 GIRLFRIENDS = LOADS OF CHAOS
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